Exciton phase transitions in semiconductor quantum wells with disc-shaped electrode.
Phase transitions in a system of indirect excitons in semiconductor double quantum wells are studied for a set-up when one of the electrodes is of finite size and, in particular, has the shape of a disc. At voltage a region under the rim of the disc is created where excitons have lower energy, thus providing a macroscopic trap attractive for excitons while being repulsive for charged particles. The theory of the formation of patterns of the excitonic condensed phase under the disc is built based on the assumption of the existence of the inter-exciton range where the interaction between them is attractive. The finite value of the exciton lifetime is taken into account serving as a limiting factor for the size of the islands of the condensed phase. The calculations reveal complex restructuring of the patterns of the spatial distribution of exciton density with increasing pumping intensity: from the structureless gaseous phase to separate islands of the condensed phase within the gaseous phase, then to islands of the gaseous phase in the bulk of the condensed phase and finally to the continuous condensed phase.